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HONORS and AWARDS 

 
While attending the National 

Weather Association annual 

meeting in Garden City, CA, 

Chasity Henson (PhD student, 

Atmospheric Science) won first 

place in the student presentation 

competition (oral) for her talk 

on “Ensemble trajectories and 

moisture quantification for the 

Hurricane Joaquin (2015) 

event”.  (Submitted by Pat 

Market.) 

 

 

 

 

 

Dr. Stephen Anderson was nominated for the September 2017 Advisors Shout Out Award. This 

award recognizes effective advising qualities and practices that distinguish the nominee as an 

outstanding advisor. The evaluation is based on Demonstration of a caring attitude 

toward students; Effective interpersonal skills; Monitoring of student progress toward academic 

and life goals; Mastery of institutional regulations, policies, and procedures; Ability to engage in 

developmental advising (career and life planning); Behavior designed to build a strong relationship 

with students; Availability to students and other advisors; Frequency of contact with students; and, 

Enhancing programs for the direct benefit of students.   Jannice Newson, his nominator, said this: 

“Dr. Anderson is an amazing advisor. He has recommended me for a number of internship and 

scholarships throughout my time at Mizzou. He is caring and is always available for extra help. 

He is accommodating to students and has their best interest at heart.” 
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For the first time in four years, the Mizzou Soil Judging Team 

made an appearance at our Region 5 Soil Judging Competition in 

Redfield, South Dakota. The team was comprised of 6 

undergraduate students: Sera Holland (Forestry), Taryn 

Bradley (Environmental Science), Sarah Higgins 

(Environmental Science), Luke Eaton (Atmospheric Science), 

Lindsey Anderson (Soil Science), and Willow Dean (Animal 

Science). Rachel Owen, Ph.D. candidate in Natural Resources, 

coached the team. The team spent three days looking at soil pits 

in South Dakota to get acclimated to the area, and then competed 

in a one day competition. Sarah Higgins placed 4th individually 

and the team finished in 6th place overall. While the team did not 

qualify for the national competition, they plan to attend the North 

American Colleges and Teachers of Agriculture (NACTA) soil 

judging contest next April. (Submitted and photos by Rachel 

Owen.)  
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PRESENTATIONS/PUBLICATIONS/RESEARCH HIGHLIGHTS 

 
Jaime A. Farmer, Elisabeth B. Webb, Robert A. Pierce II and Kevin W. Bradley. 2017. 

Evaluating the potential for weed seed dispersal based on waterfowl consumption and seed 

viability.  Pest Management Science.  Wiley Online Library.  

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ps.4710/epdf 

 

The following paper will appear in the October 13 issue of Science:  Sun, Y., C. Frankenberg, 

J.D. Wood, D.S. Schimel, M. Jung, L. Guanter, D.T. Drewry, M. Verma, A. Porcar-Castell, T.J. 

Griffis, L. Gu, T.S. Magney, P. Kohler, B. Evans and K. Yuen. OCO-2 advances photosynthesis 

observation from space via solar-induced chlorophyll fluorescence. 

 

The following paper will appear in a forthcoming issue of the Proceedings of the National 

Academy of Sciences and should appear online next week:   Griffis, T.J., Z. Chen, J.M. Baker, J.D. 

Wood, D.B. Millet, X. Lee, R.T. Venterea and P.A. Turner. Nitrous oxide emissions are enhanced 

in a warmer and wetter world.  
 

 

Matt Gompper and his lab students 

participated at the Annual Meeting of 

The Wildlife Society in 

Albuquerque: Poster: Jena Staggs, 

Rachel Williams, Abby Williams, 

& Matthew Gompper. Carnivore 

Communities Structure and Activity 

Patterns in a Restored Tall Grass 

Prairie. (Pictured left are 

undergraduates Jena Staggs and 

Rachel Williams (Photo by Matt 

Gompper.) Talks:  Matthew E. 

Gompper, Aniruddha Belsare & 

Harith Al-Warid.  Raccoon 

Roundworm Intensity Distributions 

across Hosts and Modeled 

Implications for Population Management; Aniruddha V. Belsare, Matthew E. Gompper & Joshua 

J. Millspaugh. Size Matters: Sample Size Calculations for Harvest-Based Wildlife Disease 

Surveillance Using an Agent-Based Framework; Summer D. Higdon, Dana J. Morin, Jennifer L. 

Holub, David M. Montague, Michael L. Fies, Lisette P. Waits & Marcella J. Kelly.  Estimating 

Detection of Prey Items in Bobcat Diet Using an Occupancy Framework. Also, Summer Higdon 

organized and oversaw an important and well-attended symposium: Mesos in the Middle: 

Strategies for Researching Understudied or Elusive Mid-Sized Mammalian Carnivores. 

 

http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/ps.4710/epdf
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EVENTS/MEETINGS/ANNOUNCEMENTS 
 

The Oak Woodlands & Forests Fire Consortium (Mike 

Stambaugh, Chair; Joe Marschall, Coordinator) and the 

University of Tennessee Forest Resources AgResearch and 

Education Center co-hosted a workshop titled “Fire and 

forest management in Middle Tennessee”. This one-day 

event in Tullahoma, Tennessee featured presentations on 

fire ecology and management and an afternoon field tour of 

fire management and research plots at the University of 

Tennessee’s Highland Rim Experimental Forest. The event 

was attended by 60+ forest and wildlife managers and 

researchers from multiple states. 

(Photo above taken by Gary 

Schneider): Dr. Ben Knapp (left), 

and Dr. Michael Stambaugh 

(center) gave presentations on their 

research, and Joe Marschall (right) 

organized the workshop.  

 

 

Welcome Dr. Noel Aloysius who will be joining our SNR faculty 

(with a joint appointment in Bio Engineering) on Monday, October 9. 

Dr.  Aloysius is a postdoctoral researcher at the Department of Food, 

Agricultural and Biological Engineering and at the Aquatic Ecology 

Laboratory at the Ohio State University. He completed his PhD at 

Yale University, masters at the University of North Dakota and 

bachelors in Civil Engineering at the University of Peradeniya, Sri 

Lanka. His research seeks to uncover how key drivers and 

mechanisms, both natural and anthropogenic, affect water and 

nutrient flow pathways and predict their behavior under environmental change. 
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The MU Limnologists are 

hosting a regional Great Plains 

Limnology Conference in the 

ABNR building on October 13 

and 14th. There will be a social 

mixer starting at 6:30 pm at 

Shakespeare’s Pizza South 

(https://shakespeares.com/). The 

official program will kick off on 

Saturday morning at 8 am in 123 

ABNR and will end just after 4 pm. We are expecting over 80 people to attend with a lightning 

introduction round of 12 new PIs, a plenary by Dr. John Downing, 13 oral presentations, and 18 

poster presentations. For further information, please go to our website: 

http://faculty.missouri.edu/~northr/gplg.html (Submitted by Rebecca North.) 

 

Seminar: Managing dynamic landscapes for mobile 

predators; Dr. Rachel Blakey, Postdoctoral Research 

Associate, University of Missouri; Friday October 13th @ 3:00 

p.m.; ABNR Room 210.When landscapes are influenced by 

cyclical disturbances, such as flooding, fire or human 

disturbance regimes, animals that inhabit these landscapes are 

challenged by large-scale changes in productivity, physical 

structure and availability of key resources. Mobile species, 

such as birds and bats, are well equipped to respond to 

dynamic landscapes, as they can move large distances to find 

resources and potentially respond quickly to changes in habitat 

quality. Her research focuses on three global regions with 

Mediterranean climates: Western US, Australia and Southern 

Europe. These regions are prone to droughts and fire, are 

modified extensively for human use and are likely to 

experience increasingly extreme climate events as 

anthropogenic climate change continues, producing even more dynamic landscapes. Within these 

landscapes, she uses bats and owls to illustrate how mobile predators respond to dynamics in water 

availability, fire regimes and vegetation structure, outlining implications for natural area 

management and restoration. Rachel received her PhD from University of New South Wales, 

Australia and recently completed a postdoc at University of Idaho. (Submitted by Lisa Webb.) 
 

https://shakespeares.com/
http://faculty.missouri.edu/~northr/gplg.html
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The SNR Advisory Council held its fall 

meeting on September 29 at the MDC 

Regional Office. The Council (along with 

SNR Faculty Council members) welcomed 

new members as well as listened to and 

participated in discussion about  updates on 

enrollment, budget, visioning, as well as 

planning for upcoming events such as 

Homecoming and the spring Council 

meeting which will be the SNR Research 

Day. Thanks to all who took time from their 

busy schedules to participate in the 

meeting! (Photos by Cindy Greenwood.) 
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The beautiful sand hills of 

northwestern Kansas provided 

a picturesque backdrop for the 

Conservation Leaders for 

Tomorrow (CLfT) training 

attended by four School of 

Natural Resources students 

majoring in the wildlife 

sciences. They were joined by 

undergraduate and graduate 

students from Iowa State 

University, South Dakota State 

University, Fort Hays State 

University, Oklahoma State University and Kansas State University. Pictured atop Clarks Bluff, 

where one can see for over 40 miles, are (L to R; Photo courtesy of Alyssa Venderheyden): Alyssa 

Vanderheyden, Madalyn Stoecker, Hugh Key and Emily Glenz.  This is the eighth year that 

SNR students have attended CLfT training. They were joined by two instructors, Eric Kurzejeski, 

Program Director in SNR and Aaron Hildreth, Resource Scientist with the Missouri Department 

of Conservation. CLfT workshops are held regionally across the U.S. and include 4-7 universities 

at each event. Conservation Leaders for Tomorrow is a professional development program 

designed for student and professional leaders within the natural resource sciences. The objective 

of the CLfT training is to provide participants with insights into why hunting is important from 

biological, social, cultural, economic and recreational standpoints and its role in conservation. To 

achieve these objectives, the 5-day workshops blend interactive roundtable discussions, technical 

presentations and field exercises. CLfT instructors include wildlife conservation professionals and 

university faculty and staff. Instructors mentor the students by facilitating discussions, providing 

presentations and leading the hands-on field exercises. Today, less than half of the students 

graduating with wildlife and natural resource degrees hunt and thus know little about how hunting 

relates to wildlife conservation or the reasons why people hunt. These students are the next 

generation of natural resource professionals. If natural resource professionals lack an 

understanding of the role of hunting in conservation and are unaware of the values, motivations 

and satisfactions derived from hunting, they will be less prepared to effectively manage many 

species of wildlife and to interact with hunting constituencies. Students selected to attend CLfT 

receive a scholarship, so the only cost to participants is their time. Primary funding for CLfT 

scholarships are through the Max McGraw Wildlife Foundation with support from The Wildlife 

Management Institute. More information about the program can be found at CLfT.org. 

 
This Weekly Reader will be distributed electronically every Friday (except during breaks). Please 

send announcements to Cindy Greenwood, Editor (greenwoodci@missouri.edu) by Thursday @ 

5 p.m. If you’d like to unsubscribe from the Weekly Reader, please email Cindy. Thanks to Laura 

Hertel for the Weekly Reader Tiger logo. 

 

mailto:greenwoodci@missouri.edu

